Essential Question: What were the reasons for a new wave of immigration in the late 1800s that brought large numbers of immigrants to the United States?

Main Idea 1:
The late 1800s brought a wave of new immigrants from southern and eastern Europe and Mexico.

Old Immigrants

- Arrived _______________ 1880s
- Mostly from _______________, Germany, ________________, and ________________
- Mostly ________________, but some ________________
- Many were ________________ workers who spoke ________________.
- Settled in ________________ areas and became ________________

New Immigrants

- Came ________________ 1880
- The ________________ of “______________ ________________” came from ________________ and ________________ Europe.
- Included Czechs, ________________, Hungarians, ________________, Poles, ________________, and Slovaks
- Included ________________ Orthodox ________________.
- Wanted ________________ opportunities in ________________

Journey to America

- Immigrants ________________ a ________________ journey, usually ________________ in ________________: the area ________________ the ship’s ________________.
- New ________________ had to go to ________________ processing ________________ run by ________________ and local ________________.
- ________________ ________________ in New York opened in ________________; millions of ________________ came through its ________________ over the next _______ years.
- Officials in ________________ centers ________________ immigrants to ________________ whether to let them ________________ the ________________.

Settling in Neighborhoods

- Many ________________ moved into ________________ with ________________ from the ________________ country.
- They could ________________ their own ________________, eat ________________ foods, and keep their ________________.
- Business ________________ often helped new ________________ by offering ________________ and ________________.
- Many immigrants lived in ________________—poorly ________________, overcrowded ________________.
Immigrant Workers

- Many ________ were ____________ in their ____________, but had to find jobs in ____________ in the United States.
- Had to take ____________, unskilled jobs in ____________ or steel ____________ and ____________.
- Some worked ____________ hours for little ____________ in small ____________ or mills called ____________.
- The ____________ in immigration ____________ the U.S. ____________ in the late 1800’s.
- The ____________ experienced a ____________ because ____________ provided cheap ____________ for ____________.
- Immigrants with ____________ skills sometimes found ____________ in a wide ____________ of ____________.
- Others ____________, shared, or ____________ money to open small ____________.
- Some ____________ immigrants worked on ____________ commercial farms in ____________, Texas, and ____________.

Main Idea 2:
Some Americans opposed immigration and tried to enact restrictions against it.

- Anti-immigrant feelings ____________ with ____________ in ____________.
  - Some ____________ feared immigrants would ____________ their ____________.
- Americans called ____________ held ____________ and ethnic ____________.
  - Thought immigrants’ ____________ and presumed ____________ of education might ____________ American society
  - Some were ____________ toward ____________.
- Some ____________ worked to pass ____________ limiting ____________.
  - Congress passed the ____________ in 1882.
  - The ____________ was an act banning ____________ people from ____________ to the United States.
  - Nativists in ____________ founded the Immigration ____________ League in 1894.